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H. N. Gupta asked me the following problem: Consider the n-dimensional 
Cartesian space [n(m over an ordered field ~- Let L(abc) denote that 
the points a, b, c are collinear in this space, and M(abc) denote that b 
is the midpoint of a and c. Prove or disprove that the relation L is not 
definable in terms of M. 
For dimensions 0 and l, of course, L is a logical relation in the given 
space (namely, any points a, b, c are collinear) and, hence, definable in 
terms of (or even without) M. 
It will be shown here-using the axiom of choice (see footnote 4)-that 
for n~2, Lis not definable in terms of M if we consider only definitions 
which are formulated in first-order logic. However, the prime field 
among the fields considered, i.e., the field :0, of rationals, plays an exceptional 
role here. Namely, Lis definable in terms of Min [n(:O.) in higher order 
logics, in fact, already in weak second-order logic, while, for non-prime 
fields ~' L is not definable in terms of M in [nm) in any imaginable 
system of logic. It turns out that the metrical relations of [n(m and the 
order of ~ are not needed in the proof. In fact, the result extends to 
affine spaces over arbitrary fields with the only difference that, for prime 
fields of prime characteristic, there is already a first-order definition of 
L in terms of M. Moreover, it extends to infinite dimensional spaces in 
all cases. Finally, in the non-definability result, we can take, instead of M, 
any relation definable in terms of vector addition, e.g., the relation P 
of four points forming a parallelogram 2). 
l. PRELIMINARIES 
Let ~ be any field and n any cardinal with n~2. Let 2ln(~) denote 
"the" (up to isomorphism uniquely determined) n-dimensional affine space 
over ~' the points of which are identified, for convenience, with the 
1) The results of this paper were obtained and prepared for publication while 
the author was working at the University of California, Berkeley, on a research 
project in the foundations of mathematics, sponsored by the U.S. National Science 
Foundation under Grants No. GP-1395 and GP-4608. 
2) One can see that vector addition and the relation P are also definable in 
terms of M, except for characteristic 2. 
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vectors of "the" n-dimensional vector space ~n(~) over ~- We use the 
---+ 
usual notations for the operations in vector spaces and also ab for b-a 
("the vector from a to b"). 
Then, the relation L of collinearity in ~n(m holds for points a, b, c 
---+ ---+ (L(abc)) iff3) ab and ac are linearly dependent. The midpoint relation M 
in ~n(m holds for a, b, c (M(abc)) iff 2b=a+c. 
l l 
We use the logical symbols --,, /\, V, --+, ~. V, {f[, =, =1=, 1\ v 
i-k i-k 
("not", "and", "or", "if ... then", "iff", "for each", "for some", "equal", 
"distinct from", multiple conjunction, and multiple disjunction) as usual 
and the notations L and M also as constants in a formalized language 
in which definitions are considered (without danger of confusion). 
2. NoN-PRIME FIELDS 
2.1. Theorem. Let ~be a non-prime field. Then, there exists a one-
one mapping from ~n(~) onto itself which preserves the midpoint relation 
M and, moreover, the addition of vectors, but does not preserve collinearity 
L. Hence, in this space Lis not definable in terms of M (or of any relation 
which can be defined in terms of vector addition) in any one of the known 
systems of logic. 
Proof: ~n(m is a certain vector space~ over~- Let ~0 be some proper 
subfield of ~ and ~o be the structure obtained from ~ by restricting the 
multiplication of vectors with scalars to (the scalars of) ~O· One can 
easily check that ~0 is a vector space over ~o. and the set of vectors 
and the addition of vectors in ~o are the same ones as in ~-
Let c, d be vectors which are linearly independent in ~ (such vectors 
exist since n;;;; 2), .x an element of ~ which is not in ~o, and e = .x ·c. Then, 
c and e are linearly independent in the vector space ~o (no one can 
be obtained from the other one by multiplying it with an element [scalar] 
of ~0), and, by construction, also c, d, e turn out to be linearly independent 
in ~0• Thus, by a well-known theorem-based on the axiom of choice 4)-
there is a basis, say B, of ~o which contains c, d, e as elements. Let H 
be the one-one mapping from B onto itself defined by Hd=e, He=d, 
Hb=b for each b distinct from d and e in B. Now, each vector x in ~o 
3) We use "iff" as an abbreviation for "if and only if". 
4) For a proof of non-definability in a syntactical sense, we need only the relative 
consistency of this axiom with a set of axioms on which our discussion is based, 
and which was proved by Godel for the usual set-theoretical base; see footnote 4 
in BETH and TARSKI [1], where other non-definability results are obtained by a 
similar construction, using Hamel bases. On the other hand, there are many 
particular cases in which we do not need the axiom of choice at all (also for the 
usual "semantical" non-definability [see ibid.]), in fact, if the dimension n of ~ 
is finite and g: has a finite degree mover g:o, then ~o has the (finite) dimension m·n 
(see, e.g., the proof in [7, p. 115] or [8, p. 103]), and the existence of such a base B 
can be shown without using the axiom of choice. 
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" has a basis representation x= ~ fh,·bi (where k is a natural number, 
i=l k 
{Ji in ~o and bi in B for i=1, ... , k); let then Tx= ~ (h·Hbi. Thus, T 
i=l 
is a one-one mapping from the vector space }S0 onto itself which preserves 
addition of vectors, hence (by construction of }S0), the same holds for 
the vector space }S = 2!n(m. Consequently, T preserves also the midpoint 
relation M (by definition of M). But, T transforms the collinear points 
(vectors) o (zero vector), c, e of }S into o, c, d, respectively, i.e., into 
non-collinear points, hence, T does not preserve collinearity of 2ln(m. 
With this, T has the properties wanted in Theorem 2.1, and the well-known 
method of Padoa (see, e.g., [1]) gives the non-definability statement of 
this theorem. 
3. THE FIELD :0, OF RATIONALS. 
Let :0. denote the field of rationals. 
3.1. Theorem: In the space 2ln(0), (a) L is not definable in terms 
of M in first-order logic, but (b) it is in weak second-order logic. 
Proof of (a) : Assume, there is a definition of L in terms of M 
formalized in a first-order formula cp of the form Vabc[L(abc) ~ x(abc)] 
(X containing merely M as non-logical constant). 
Consider, first, the case that n is finite. Then, there is a formula "P 
(describing cp by means of coordinates of the points involved) which 
contains merely + and · as non-logical constants such that, for each 
field ~. we have: 
(*) cp is valid in 2lnm) iff "P is valid in ~· 
By assumption, cp is valid in 2t:n(:0.) and, hence, "P valid in :0,. Now, by 
the well-known Lowenheim-Skolem theorem (see, e.g., [6, §2] and [4]), 
there is a non-standard model for the theory of rationals, say ~. i.e., 
~ is elementarily equivalent to :0. and, hence, a field of characteristic 0 
in which "P is valid, but not isomorphic with :0. and, hence, not a prime 
field. By (*),we get that cp holds in 2fnm) which means that, also in this 
space, Lis definable in terms of M. This contradicts the preceding theorem. 
Consider now the case that n is infinite. By a result of ScoTT (see [3], 
Theorem 3.4, p. 61, and the preceding proofs, which can be carried over 
without change to the spaces considered here), there is a finite m (depending 
on the number of variables in cp) such that cp is valid in 2t:n(:O.) iff cp is 
valid in 2t:m(O). Thus, our assumption yields that Lis first-order definable 
in terms of Min the finite dimensional space 2t:m(:O.), which contradicts 
the preceding case. 
Proof of (b): We understand weak second-order logic here in the 
sense that variables for finite sets of points of the given space and the 
membership relation are added to the language of first-order logic (as, 
e.g., in [5, p. 24f.]). 
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We introduce two auxiliary relations P and N between points such 
-+ -+ -+ 
that (i) P(abrs) iff ar+ab=as (i.e., a, b, s, rare the vertices of a-possibly 
-+ 
degenerate -parallelogram), and (ii) N(abc) iff a= b or ac is a "natural 
-+ -+ 
multiple" k·ab (for some natural number k) of the non-zero vector ab. 
One can easily see that P can be defined in terms of M by using the 
formula 
(1) P(abrs) f-+ .'ilt[M(ats)AM(btr)] 
(which is valid, more generally, in each space Wn(m where ~ is not of 
characteristic 2). Then, N can be defined in terms of M by using (1) 
and the weak second-order formula 
(2) N(abc) f-+ .'ilS{a E SAc E SA Vrs[r E SA r of= c A P(abrs)-+ s E S]} 
(which is valid in each space Wn(m where ~ is of characteristic 0, 
S ranging over finite sets of points of this space). 
-+ -+ 
Indeed, let r,. be the point such that ar,.=1t·ab (1e=O, 1, 2, ... ).Assume 
-+ -+ 
that N(abc) holds. If a=b, let S={a, c}. If a of= b and ac=k·ab, let 
S= {r0 , ••• , r~c}. Then, S satisfies the condition on the righthand side of (2). 
Assume, conversely, that this condition holds for some finiteS. If N(abc) 
would not hold, i.e., a of= b and c distinct from all points r,, then, by 
this condition, S would contain all the r" as elements and, hence, be 
infinite. Thus, N(abc) holds. 
Finally, L can be defined in terms of M by using (1), (2), and the formula 
(3) L(abc) f-+ .'ild{d of= a A N(acd) A [N(abd) V N(bad)]}, 
which can easily be checked to be valid in 2ln(:D). 
If we use another system of weak second-order logic, which contains 
variables for finite sequences instead of finite sets (see, e.g., [4] or [2]), 
then L is a fortiori weak second-order definable in terms of M in the 
space 2ln(O). However, we can use then, for defining N, the simpler 
geometrical construction which is used in the proof of the next theorem. 
4. PRIME FIELDS OF PRIME CHARACTERISTIC 
4.1. Theorem: Let :O,p be the prime field of prime characteristic p. 
Then, in Wn(Op), collinearity L is first-order definable in terms of M. 
Proof: Consider, first, the case p of= 2. Then, L can be defined in 
terms of M by using the formula 
(4) 
p-1 
L(abc) f-+ a= b V .'ilro ... rp-1{{} A V c=ri}, 
;-o 
where {} is the formula 
p-1 
ro=a A r1 =b A 1\ M(rt-2rt-Irt). 
i=2 
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(4) can easily be checked to be valid in SXn(Op), noting that {} expresses 
-except in the trivial case a=b-that ro, ... , rp-l are all the p points 
on the straight line joining a and b (ri with parameter i [considered as 
element of :O,p] in a vector parameter representation of this line where 
a and b have parameters 0 and l, respectively). 
Consider now the case p = 2. Then, since each straight line in SXn(02) 
contains exactly two points, the following formula is valid in SXn(02): 
(5) L(abc)+---+a=bVa=cVb=c. 
Thus, L is a logical relation and, hence, definable in terms of (or even 
without) the relation M, which, in fact, is also a logical relation in this 
case, namely, 
M(abc) +---+ a=c 
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